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Abst rac t - -We prove exmtence on infinite time intervals of regular solutions to the 3D rotating 
Navier-Stokes equations in the limit of strong rotation (large Coriolis parameter Ft). This uniform 
existence is proven for periodic or stress-free boundary conditions for all domain a~spect ratios, in- 
cluding the case of three wave resonances which yield nonlinear "2 1/2-dimensional" limit equations; 
smoothness a sumptions are the same as for local existence theorems. The global existence isproven 
using techniques ofthe Littlewood-Paley d adic decomposition. Infinite time regularity for solutions 
of the 3D rotating Navier-Stokes equations i obtained by bootstrapping from global regularity of the 
limit equations and convergence theorems. @ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in a frame rotating with an angular 
velocity f~/2 around the vertical axis e3 
OtU + (U .  V) U -  uAU + f~ea x U = -Vp+ F, V -U  = 0. (1) 
where U(t ,  x) = (U1, U2, U3), x = (Xl, x2, 2;3) is the velocity field, F is a divergence flee force 
and p is the pressure. We consider egular solutions of equation (1), periodic with periods 21raj 
along the coordinate axes ej  (j = 1,2, 3). We also consider stress-free boundary conditions with 
ou1 _ ~ _ 0 for xa = 0, 2~ra3. In equation (1), e3 denotes the vertical unit vector. U3 = O, ~ - Oxa - 
\Ve use Fourier series to represent physical fields: 
= + , u,~ = exp (i+~..~) u , , ,  (2) 
n al a2 a3 / / n 
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where U~ are the Fourier coefficients, n = [nl,n2,n3] E Z 3, ~ = (nl/ax,n2/a2,n3/a3).  For 
stress-fi'ee boundary conditions we only need to restrict Fourier series to be even in x3 for 
U1,U2 and odd in x3 for /5-3. As usual, all physical fields are taken to have zero average 
over the domain. In particular, U(o,o,o) = 0 in (2). We introduce the Sobolev spaces of pe- 
riodic functions H s with zero average and with the norm defined by ][U[]~ = ~,~ tf~]2~]U~[ 2, 
where [~[2 = 01n~ + 02n~ + 03n~, Oj = 1/a~ (j = 1, 2,3). In this letter, we use tile decom- 
position U = U + Udp, where U(t, xl ,x2) is the barotropic projection (vertical averaging), 
l)(t, xl, x2) = (1/27ra3) f2~aa U(t, xl, x2, xa) dx3 and the orthogonal field Udp( t  , 3;'1, X2, X3) veri- 30 
ties l~ldp = 0. We denote B(U, U) = -P (U .  VU), where P is the Leray projection on divergence 
fi'ee vector fields. 
The linearized version of (1) was studied by Sobolev [1] who continued the analysis of Poin- 
car6 [2] (cf. [3]). The extension of this analysis to the genuine nonlinear equations (1) was 
done by Babin, Mahalov, and Nicolaenko [4-7] (henceforth BMN) utilizing sharp tools of small 
denominators and the Diophantine incommensurability conditions on the domain geometrical 
parameters a l ,  a2, a3. 
In this letter, we prove uniform existence in infinite time of regular strong solutions of equa- 
tion (1) in the limit of fast but finite rotation, ~2 >> 1. This result holds for all domain parameters 
al, a2, aa including the case of three wave resonances for Poincar6 inertial waves; such resonances 
yield strongly nonlinear "2 1/2-dimensional" limit equations. These limit equations are in fact 
for three-dimensional fields depending on xl, x2, and xa, but with restricted wave-number inter- 
actions in the nonlinear term. The global existence is proven using techniques of the Littlewood- 
Paley dyadic decomposition. The limit f~ --* +oc is a singular limit of fast oscillating solutions. 
BMN [7] demonstrate that such a limit is totally discontinuous as a function of the parameters 
al, a2, a3; the ~ymptot ic  nonlinear limit operator of dimension "2 1/2" only appears for a set of 
null Lebesgue measure for (al, a2, a3) in R 3. In this letter, we establish infinite time regularity 
theorems valid for all domain parameters. Infinite time regularity for solutions of the 3D rotating 
Navier-Stokes equations (1) for ft large but finite is obtained by bootstrapping from global reg- 
ularity of the limit "2 1/2-dimensional" equations and convergence theorems including the case 
of domains resonant in at, a2, a3. 
The main result is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let al,a2,a3 be fixed but arbitrary. Let u > 0, (t > 1/2 and conditions of 
Theorem 4 on the force be satisfied. Let Ilu(0)l[0 < Mo, 2r = ]]g(0)l102/(/.,/~1), where )~1 iS the 
first eigenvalue of the Stokes operator. Then for every ft _> ft' (al , a2, a3, u, MF.),  fY independent 
of Mo, and for every weak solution U(t, xa,x2, x3) of the three-dimensional rotating Navier- 
Stokes equations (1) def/ned on [0, 2r] wMch satisfies the classical energy estimates on [0, 2?], the 
following holds: U(t, xa,x2,x3) can be extended to 0 < t < +oo and it is regular for every 
t : 5b < t < +oc; U(t, x l ,x2,  x3) belongs to H ~ and I[g(t, xt,z2,z3)[[~ <_ Cl(at,a2,a3,MF~.,u) 
for every t >_ J', where MF,, is the H~-norm of F. If  F is independent of t, then there exists a 
global attractor for the three-dimensional rotating Navier-Stokes equations bounded in HC~; such 
an attractor has a finite fractal dimension and attracts every weak Leray solution as t --~ +oo. 
2. GLOBAL EX ISTENCE OF  STRONG SOLUTIONS 
FOR 3D ROTATING NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 
We briefly recall the principle of averaging equation (1) over the fast time scale of Poincar5 
inertial waves [4-7]. The linear propagator E(-f~t) : U(0) -+ U(t) solves the linear problem 
OtU + f tP JPU = 0, JU  = e3 x U, (3) 
where P is the Leray projection. The eigenvalues of P JP  are ~:i~, where 
lt3 ?)~3 , /  1 
a3 aj 
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We introduce van der Pol transformation (eft [8]) by setting U(t)  = E( - f t t )u ( t ) ,  where u(t) 
is the "slow envelope" variable. We note that  from (4) {,~ = 0 for r~3 = 0, and therefore, 
E ( - .q t )  = exp( -£ tP JP t )  reduces to the identity operator on any barotropic (vertically averaged) 
field implying 17J = ft. Equation (1) written in u variables has the form 
0,u - ~Au = B (~qt, u, u) + E (Dr) F, B (f).t, u, u) = E (fit) B (E ( -~t )  u, E ( -9 . t )  u) .  (5) 
Tim following limit equation [4-7] are associated with equation (5): 
0,w - .Zxw = g (w, w) + F, 1) (v ,v )  lim 1 f2~ = - -  B (9,s, v, v) ds. (6) 
.o.-+  ~c. 27r k, 
In the above definition of 1) the arguments v are s- independent functions. From equations (5) (6) 
it follows that  the resonant interactions in 13(w, w)n written in Fourier representation are present 
when ±{k ± {~,~ ± {,~ = 0, ~ = k + m, where {,~ = %/1~1 and similarly, for {~: and ~ .... Thus, 
interactions in (6) are restricted to the resonant set of wave-numbers 
/~a rh3 ¢z3 } 
K= . (7)  
Equations (6) are called "2 1/2-dimensional" Navier-Stokes equations; both energy and helicity 
are conserved when z~ = 0, F = 0. These equations are genuinely three-dimensional since they 
include all 3D modes but with restricted wave-number interactions in 1)(w, w). They contain the 
classical two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations as an invariant subsystem. This 2D subsystem 
corresponds to the interactions with ka = rn3 = n3 = 0 in (7). 
In [7], it was shown that  I~(w,w)  = I~(W,W), and therefore, solutions w(t,:rl,;r.e,x.,.~) = 
(v., 1, we, w 3 ) of the "2 1 / 2-dimensional" limit equations (6) split as w = ,& + Wd p, w he re w (t, x l, :r 2 ) 
= (~'l,'ff~2,uSa) satisfies the 2D-3C Navier-Stokes equations (three components and dependence 
on two variables a:l,Z2): 
0t~v + (~¢ • V)qe - vAhqe = -Vh0  + ~', Vh • ~V = 0, (8) 
where gt~ denotes the gradient in horizontal variables. The 'departure field' Wdp(t, x l ,  x9, x3) 
satisfies limit equations of the type 
OqtWdp -- ~AWdp = B2(f¢, Wdp) Jr- B3(Wdp, Wdp) -{- Fdp" (9) 
If the force F(t,  x) does not depend on f~, then Fdp = 0. At the same time, ~'dp ¢; 0 may be 
generated by a resonant forcing as discussed in [7]; therefore, we include it in (9). Algebraic 
structure of B2 and Ba was already explicitly given in [4]. The catalytic operator B2(@, Wdp) 
was extensively studied in Section 5 of [7]. The only property of Ba from [4-7] used here is the 
est imate (15). In this paper, we present new estimates for the nonlinear "2 1/2 dimensional" 
operator  B3 which do ensure global existence of strong solutions of the limit equation (9) and, 
consequently, equation (6) for all domain parameters.  We note that  pure three wave interactions 
correspond to {k{,~{n # 0 or, equivalently, k3'l~tart3 5~ 0 and are associated with tile term Ba 
in (9). We denote by / ' (  the set of resonant wavevectors which do not correspond to pure three 
wave interactions, [£ = K n {karn3n3 = 0}. The set /-~ such that  "n3 ¢ 0 is the summat ion set 
for the catalytic operator  B2 in (9); the set K* = K*(01,02,03) = K \K  is the summat ion set 
for B3. The following theorem which will be proven below provides the main est imate for the 
resonant operator  Ba for the 'worst'  case (see comments below and Theorem 5). 
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THEOREM 2. Let w E H 2 (Sobolev space of periodic vector fields with zero mean). Then the 
following estimate holds: 
}(Ba (w, w),  Aw)l _< const {Iwll2 Ilwll~. (10) 
REMARK 1. Estimate (10) is of the same type as the classical estimate of Ladyzhenskaya [9] in the 
two-dimensional case with Dirichlet boundary conditions. For the periodic boundary conditions 
in 2D it is well known that the analog to the left-hand side of (10) is identically zero. Of course, 
in (10) the divergence fl'ee vector field w and the Sobolev spaces H s are three-dimensional with 
space variables Zl, z2, and z3. From the estimate (10) we immediately obtain in a standard 
way (cf. [10,11]). 
THEOREM 3. Let u > 0, Hw(0)Ht _< M1, Fdp satisfies (11) with a = 1. Then there exists a 
unique regular solutionwdp(t) of "2 1~2-dimensional" Navier-Stokes equation (9), [[Wdp(t)II 1 --< 
M~(t, ,MF~,Ml,al ,a>aa) for M1 t > O. 
As corollary of Theorem 3 (with Fdp = 0) on global existence of solutions of "21/2-dimensionM" 
Navier-Stokes equations, convergence Theorems 6.3 and 8.2 in [7], local smoothing arguments and 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 in [12], we prove the theorem on global existence of strong solutions of 3D 
rotating Navier-Stokes equations for a nonresonant force. 
THEOREM 4. Let aspect ratios al,a2,a3 be arbitrary and fixed. Let u > 0, a > 1/2, IIU(0)lla 
< ilia and 
fT+l 
sup/  I[FIJ~_I dt <_ M~-, VT. (11) 
T aT 
Let f~ >_ f2*(al, a2, aa, M~, MF,~, ~'). Then solutions of 3D rotating Navier-Stokes equations (1) 
are regular for a11 t >_ 0 and 
Ilv(t)lla _< A( ,  v t  > 0. 
From Theorem 4 we deduce Theorem 1 on regularization of weak Leray solutions and existence 
of global attractors for 3D rotating Navier-Stokes equations. 
REMARK 2. The proof of Theorems 1 and 4 rely on the global regularity of the "2 1/2-dimen- 
sional" limit nonlinear Navier-Stokes equation (9) and techniques for convergence theorems as 
9t ~ oo developed in [7,1211 The technique of bootstrapping regularity of solutions of three- 
dimensional Navier-Stokes equations by perturbation from limit equations has been done in vari- 
ous contexts: thin domains [13], helical flows [14[. In these previous works, limit equations are 2D 
Navier-Stokes equations for which global regularity is well known. In the present work, the limit 
equations are genuinely three-dimensional, but with restricted wave-number interactions in the 
nonlinear term. The existence and regularity theorems for those limit equations is nontrivial. 
Note that the smoothness conditions here are like in standard local regularity theorems and do 
not include technical conditions of BMN [4,7[. All restrictions on the domain parameters are 
also removed. Gallagher [15] in a work restricted to nonresonant domains (no consideration of 
"2 1/2-dimensional" nonlinear limit equations) imposes tronger estrictions on the force F. 
Now we outline the proof of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 1. Let X(k ,m,n)  be the characteristic function of some set K* in (Za) a such that 
x(k, m, n) = x(rn, k, n) = x(k, n, m) is symmetric. Let a, fl >_ 0 and 
sup 
n k :k+m+n=O,  
k~E~ 
Ix(k,~, ~)11 kl -~ ~ Co2 i~ (13) 
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Yor every /= 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  where E i  = {k = (/q,k2, k3)I 2~ ~ I< < 2'+~}, lkl = ~/&~ ÷ ~2 + ka2. 




where C = 6x/2C0. 
The proof of Lemma 1 relies on the technique of dyadic decomposition of Littlewood-Paley [16]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. From [7] we have, using the skew-symmetry in the nmin part of the 
limit nonlinear operator B3 (three-wave interaction part in equation (9)) 
t(Ba (Wdp, Wdp), AWdp)l ~ C' ~ Ikl IWdp,k I~1 tWdp.ml Inl tWdp,nl X (]g, ?it, It). 
k+m+n=O 
(1,5) 
Here x(k, m, n) is the characteristic function of the resonant set K* of strict three-wave resonances 
(we put here for brevity 01 = 02 = 03 = 1): +ka/lkl + m3/Iml  :~ na /M = 0, . ,  +/,. + m = o, 
k3'mana ¢ 0. It is shown in Lemma 3.2 of [7] that this set lies in the set of solutions of equation 
P(k, m, n) = 0, where P is a polynomial of degree 12. From formulas of Lemma 3.2 of [7] follows 
that P(k, -n  - k, n) is a polynomial degree eight in k3 and the coefficient at k3 s does not wmish 
for n3 ¢ 0. Let k = (k', k3), k' = (kl, k2). For fixed k ~,n there are at most eight, k:~ satisfying 
P (k , -k  - n, ~.) = 0. Now we estimate the sum in (13) with a = 1 as follows: 
E ( k2 + k2 + ~2) -1/2)((k'-k- It,?,) ~ 8 + S E ( ]~12 + ~'2)-1/2 ~ C°2~' 
2'_<1k1<9,+' 0<lk'I<2;+' 
where Co is an absolute constant. Therefore, the inequality (13) holds with (t = ;3 = 1. Let 
vk = IkllWdp,kl and similarly, for m and n. Since Ilvllm/2 = IIWdpll3/2, Ilvll0 = IIwdpll,, equa- 
tions (14),(15)imply 
I(Ba(Wdp,Wdp), AWdp)[ < C' E Ivkllv'n[tvnl?((k'rn"n~ 
k+m+n=O 
IV 2 <_ c'C[Ivll~/211"vllo = c'CllWdplllll dpl13/2- 
(16) 
After that we apply the interpolation inequality [[Wdpll2/2 <_ flWdplllllWdp[[2 and obtain from (16) 
the estimate (10) with w = Wdp (where the constant depends on a~, a2, a3 in general case). This 
concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
In conclusion, we make some comments on the crucial role of the parameters 01 = 1/a~, 02 = 
1/a~, Oa = 1/a~ for the properties of the dynamics, and in particular, for smoothness and error 
estimates. The operator B3 depends on {Oj }~---1 discontinuously and solutions of the limit system 
3 with general initial data discontinuously depend on {Oj}j= 1 as proven in [7]. As solutions of the 
original Navier-Stokes equations depend on the domain parameters continuously, the convergence 
to solutions of the limit equations cannot be uniform. The estimates presented above are for the 
worst case and better estimates can be obtained for generic values of the domain parameters. 
3=3 Dependence of solutions to the limit equations on the domain parameters {Oj}j= 1 can be un- 
derstood studying the geometry of resonant curves. For kaman3 ~ 0, the resonant relation in 
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equation (7) determining the set K* = K*(01, 02, 03) = K\/-( of three wave resonances can be 
written in the form 
1 1 1 
:~ ± :~ =0,  (17) 
v/O3 + 02bk + 01dk v/O3 -I- 02brn 4- 01dm x/O3 4- 02bn 4- 01d,~ 
k2/k 2 with bk = k2/k 2/3, dk : 1/ 3, etc. Since this equation is homogeneous in 01,02, 03, we may put 
01 = 1. If the triplet k, m, n satisfies equation (17) so does the triplet Alk, )~2m, .~3n. Therefore, 
for 0j fixed, a solution of equation (17) is a triplet S of straight lines. The condition k + m = n 
implies that all three lines lie in the same plane Pk~n- Now we consider (17) as equation for 02, 03 
(recall that 01 = 1) parametrized by a triplet S of coplanar straight lines through k, m, n in Z 3. 
A detailed analysis hows that there are two essentially different cases. The first case (reducible) 
is When the plane Pk,,,  is orthogonal to one of three coordinate planes in Z 3. In this case, 
equation (17) is satisfied by a straight line in 02, 03 plane. In the opposite case, equation (17) 
defines an irreducible algebraic curve F in 02,03 plane. This curve determines uniquely four 
(related by reflections) triplets S(F) of straight lines in Z 3. For every point in 02, 03-plane, we 
denote by N,-(02, 03) _< oc the number of different straight lines through it (reducible case). For 
irreducible curves through the point 02, 03, we consider for every line g E Z 3 such subset of the 
set of irreducible curves F, (02,03) e F, that g or its reflections belong to S(F); the number 
of such curves we denote by Nit(02, 03, g) and the multiplicity _/Vir(02, 03) = sup e Nir(02, 03, g). 
When Ni~(02, 03) ¢ c<~, N,.(02, 03) _< oc nonlinearity in the limit equation (6) admits much better 
estimate than in the case Ni~(02, 03) < oc, Nr(02, 03) <_ oo considered in Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 5. Let w E H e, Ni,.(02, 03) < oc, Nr(02, 03) < oc. Ttwn 
. C(Nr) IB3(w,w),/"w)l _< llwll  + Ilwl11211wll,  +  llwl1121twll , 
where (Cr (Nr )  = 1 for Nr >_ 1, ( including Nr = oo) and Cr(N,.)  = 0 for N - r = O. 
Note that this inequality implies an algebraic dependence on u -1 in estimates of solutions of 
the Navier-Stokes system, whereas (10) implies exponential. 
REMARK 3. Let u = 0, F = 0 in (1), that is, we consider the 3D rotating Euler equation. One 
can show that if Nir(02, 03) ~ 1, _/Vr(02, 03) = 0, then the "21/2-dimensional" Euler system 
for Wdp splits into finite-dimensional systems of nonlinear ODEs and the theorem on long-time 
regularity of solutions of 3D rotating Euler equation similar to [5] holds. This result generalizes 
the corresponding theorems in [5,7] where it was assumed that Ni~(02,03) = Nr(02, 03) = 0. 
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